
Introduction

The Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus! ESL Lesson Plan is designed to engage

young English language learners in a fun and interactive way. This lesson plan

introduces students to essential vocabulary, encourages active participation, and

fosters language development through storytelling and role-playing. By using the

popular children's book "Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus!" by Mo Willems as a

focal point, students are immersed in a captivating learning experience that

enhances their language skills while sparking their creativity and imagination.

Vocabulary Building

Vocab

Vocab Definition

Pigeon
A bird, often found in urban areas, known for its cooing sound and distinctive feather

patterns.

Bus A large motor vehicle used for carrying passengers on a defined route.

Drive To operate and control the movement of a vehicle.

Please A polite word used to make requests or seek permission.

No A negative response or refusal.

Contextual Usage

- The pigeon cooed softly as it perched on the windowsill.

- The bus arrived at the stop right on time.



- The driver will teach you how to drive the bus.

- Please, may I have a turn to speak?

- The pigeon said no when asked if it wanted to ride the bus.

ESL Warm-up Activity

To kick off the lesson, start with a role-playing activity where students take turns

being the pigeon and the bus driver. Use simple props such as a toy bus and a

stuffed pigeon to make it more engaging. Encourage the students to use phrases

like "Don't let the pigeon drive the bus!" and "Please, can I drive the bus?" This

activity sets the tone for the lesson by introducing key phrases and vocabulary in a

fun and interactive way, getting students excited about the upcoming lesson.

Main ESL Lesson Activities

Vocabulary Activity: Pigeon Puppet Show

Divide the class into small groups and provide each group with a pigeon puppet.

Instruct the students to create a short puppet show using the pigeon puppet,

incorporating as many vocabulary words from the story as possible. Encourage

them to use phrases like "drive the bus," "please," and "no." After the puppet

shows, have a group discussion about the new words and phrases they used.

Listening Exercise: Story Retelling

Read a section of "Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus!" aloud to the class. Then,

have students work in pairs to retell the section they heard. Encourage them to use

their own words and include as much detail as possible. This activity helps improve

listening skills and comprehension while reinforcing vocabulary.



Roleplay: Pigeon Says

Play a game of "Simon Says" but with a pigeon twist. Use phrases like "Pigeon says,

'Don't let me drive the bus!'" or "Pigeon says, 'Say please!'" This activity reinforces

vocabulary and encourages active participation in a fun and interactive way.

Reading and Writing: Create Your Own Ending

After reading the book, have students work individually or in pairs to write or draw

their own ending to the story. Encourage them to use newly learned vocabulary and

phrases. This activity promotes creativity, critical thinking, and language

expression.

ESL Homework Assignment

For homework, students can create their own mini-story using the vocabulary and

phrases learned in class. They can write a short narrative or draw a series of

pictures to tell their story. Encourage them to include the pigeon, the bus, and use

expressions like "please" and "no." This assignment reinforces the lesson content

while allowing students to express their creativity and language skills.

Conclusion

Summary

The Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus! ESL Lesson Plan introduced students to

essential vocabulary and phrases through engaging activities such as role-playing,

puppet shows, and creative writing. The lesson focused on building language skills

while fostering creativity and imagination.



Reflection

Students are encouraged to reflect on how the new vocabulary and phrases can be

applied in their daily language development. By using expressions like "please" and

"no" in various contexts, they can enhance their communication skills and become

more confident English speakers. Additionally, the creative activities allowed them

to practice using the language in a fun and interactive way, reinforcing their

learning experience.

Why this topic is great for ESL

learning

Engaging Content

The "Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus!" ESL Lesson Plan is an excellent topic for

ESL learning due to its engaging and interactive nature. The use of a popular

children's book as the focal point of the lesson captures students' attention and

makes learning enjoyable.

Language Development

This topic provides ample opportunities for vocabulary building, listening

comprehension, and language production through role-playing and creative

activities. It allows students to practice essential language skills in a fun and

meaningful context.

Cultural Relevance

Furthermore, the story's universal themes and relatable characters provide a



platform for discussing broader topics such as decision-making, responsibility, and

problem-solving, making it relevant to students from diverse cultural backgrounds.


